Casegoods Quality. Classic and Contemporary Design.

Reff is a beautifully-proportioned wood furniture platform, exquisitely detailed with an eye toward casegoods precision. Scaled for open plan workspaces, private offices and conference areas, a warmth of spirit permeates Reff design.
Thoughtful Refinement for Workstation Design

Fully modular GREENGUARD™-certified Reff components offer virtually unlimited planning capability for panel-based, open plan workspaces imbued with the rich character of casegoods.

Reff panels and storage are engineered to meet technical and data requirements. Wood components may be specified from a broad selection of standard and custom veneer finishes that radiate through Ultra Clear Polyur™, a protective but virtually imperceptible finish that showcases the beauty and richness of natural wood.

All Reff wood veneers and substrates are sourced from managed forests and can be ordered as FSC-certified materials.

Practical Style

An unfolding sequence of technologically advanced workstations with 42”- and 49”-high tiled panels, left, features worksurfaces, gallery towers, pedestals and lateral files in Medium Walnut on Walnut veneer with the Reff C-pull.

Life™ chairs in Beige BSF with Plus, Brown seat toppers, and Wishbone Zorro flat-panel monitor arm.
Emphatic Detail and Pure Form for Workstation Design

Carefully crafted with veneer trim and aluminum window frames, Reff distills traditional influences, creating an organized, collaborative environment that is at once classic and contemporary.

The Reff companion offers a mobile work area and storage.

Contrasting Materials

64”-high tiled Reff panels in Broadcloth, Pumice, right, with Medium Walnut on Walnut veneer hinged-door overhead storage create a distinctively sleek workplace. Open Up™ mid-back task chairs in Navy with Plus, Blue upholstered seat; and Wishbone Zorro flat-panel monitor arms. Left, from top: Plus, Blue; Suburban, Blue; Plus, Brown; Knoll Velvet, Glacier Blue; and Medium Walnut on Walnut veneer.
Handsome Balance
Stackable aluminum and glass panels, left, define the Reff office, while the spirit and beauty of the Medium Walnut on Walnut panel-based office furniture in a floor-to-ceiling configuration, featuring a waterfall-edge elliptical desk, conveys the aesthetic signature of custom millwork. Life™ executive chair in Spinneybeck®, Arizona 1024 leather back and seat toppers; Saarinen executive visitor chairs in Knoll Velvet, Glacier Blue.

Interpretation and Integration for Private Office Design
Reff private offices featuring panel-hung components exude the well-proportioned character of casegoods. The panel-based private office is created with panel-hung worksurfaces and hinged-door overhead storage, and is distinguished by its rich wood veneer storage components.
Detailed Order for Private Office Design

Reff raises the bar on craftsmanship. Combinations of veneer and fabric on Reff floor-to-ceiling panels provide aesthetic options. Seamless integration of panel-hung worksurfaces and storage surpasses conventional casegoods products.
Coherent Design

Organized structural storage components in Light Cherry veneer with Reff S-pull, right, provide a refined backdrop for a Reff desk with a Delta edge. Sapper executive chair in Spinneybeck®, Amazon 3031 leather complemented by Cecilia side chairs in Reff Light Cherry with Abacus, Glass Beads upholstered seat. Left, from top: Spinneybeck®, Amazon 3031 leather; Abacus, Glass Beads; Broadcloth, Sand; and Light Cherry veneer.

Classically Inspired Composition for Private Office Design

Reff freestanding private office furniture offers a composed series of desks, credenzas, bookcases and storage components that allow for flexibility in planning and aesthetic.
Modern Lines
The contemporary office, right, is defined in Burnt Walnut veneer, straight edge worksurfaces and storage with the sleek Reff C-pull. Sapper executive chair in Shibai, Bamboo; Crinion side chair in Burnt Walnut with Lyonese Velvet, Or seat; and Wishbone Zorro flat-panel monitor arm. Left, from top: Lyonese Velvet, Or; Shibai, Bamboo; Broadcloth, Taupe; and Burnt Walnut veneer.

Casegoods Concepts for Private Office Design
Reff wall-mounted and freestanding furniture complement the modern executive workstyle. With flexibility in configuration, Reff offers the range of storage and finish options to suit any private office need and aesthetic. Quality details, characterized by their fine wood craftsmanship, include dovetail drawer construction and solid wood pencil tray.
**Reff™**

Casegoods Quality. Classic and Contemporary Design. The Reff system combines clean lines, rich textures and solid wood craftsmanship with metal and glass accents to bring casegoods precision to the office.

Modularity  Reff is a kit of parts for open plan workstations, private offices and conference areas. With an aesthetic that ranges from contemporary to classic, Reff is the natural choice for corporate, legal and financial settings.

Materials and Options  The Reff system offers a broad selection of standard and custom veneer finishes. All components can be further enhanced with options that include a variety of pulls, metal and glass details and hardwood-crafted edges, as illustrated above.
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Reff edge options